The Web is full of valuable content – these days, much of it dynamic; much of it dispersed; much of it blocked by traditional content filters. The Educational Resource Library brings together thousands of safe, educational resources, including videos, documents, websites, wikis, blogs and more. When used with My Big Campus, users can easily access, share and integrate these resources for research and lessons – without worrying about them being blocked.

With the Educational Resource Library, you can:

- **View and share thousands** of videos, websites, documents, and more.
- **Access dynamic content** traditionally blocked by filters.
- **Engage students** by integrating online resources into lessons.
- **Keep students safe** with monitoring and peer flagging.
- **Supplement text books and instruction** with multimedia.
- **Allow YouTube videos**, without risk of inappropriate peripheral content.

Browse or search thousands of videos and documents organised by core curriculum subject.
Integrate Web 2.0 Resources with My Big Campus

My Big Campus is changing the way education thinks about filtering, by extending the classroom into an engaging online environment that’s integrated with the filter. With My Big Campus, you can integrate all the items from the Educational Resource Library into lessons, assignments, discussions, collections and more.

“Our teachers regularly find new websites that they would like to use in class, but access may not be initially permitted. With Lightspeed’s solution teachers can override the content filter and add specific websites to the ‘Safe’ list.”

— Peter Horner, Senior IT Technician and Developer, Barton Peverill College, Hampshire.

The Lightspeed Suite

Manage your school network the way you want: an all-in-one solution or individual components, including:

- Web Filter
- Mobile Filter
- My Big Campus
- Hosted Mail
- Email Archiving
- Spam Filter
- Antivirus
- Advanced Web Traffic Reporting
- Power Management

The Educational Resource Library is available as a hosted solution.

With The Educational Resource Library, you can enjoy the convenience and cost-savings of a solution in the cloud. Access resources from anywhere, anytime.

The Educational Resource Library is a free solution. Integrate it with the Web Filter, Mobile Filter, or My Big Campus for greater functionality.

See it for yourself!

Schedule a one-on-one personalised demonstration: www.lseurope.com/demo